Dear Banne-

Supplementing Company:

1. After the Senate's release, Acheson strongly stated
that he had not been listening to me,
and was not interested in taking action. Spain.
This was all to the good.

2. Last day Truman wrote blatanct saying
be suggested what Acheson had said.

3. Bachecho has sent me by plane in
then age that llamas you sent for
the good informatic. Morano was
going to get a loan. Also repeat
395 that you wanted was money loaned
it to take you Bachecho definitely.
Morano and get a loan now.
He may 6 months from now if
Storia has better things. If any
Lions are essentially much, it will be
for specific things but in small amounts.
Even this under what conditions is a long
way off. Some people just won't want
recognize that if the Band has rules it
does not deviate from.

4. Of course Callahan tried his best,
the laws. But he didn't succeed
either in planning U.S. Government or
in getting laws.

5. I don't think it has ever been
at this time about Arai getting
money.

6. I do not think it was to helpful
at this time to have someone go
in [illegible] of this matter.